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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This quarterly report covers all the activities for the period from 1 January to 31 March 2017 within the
Dassenberg Coastal Catchment Partnership (DCCP), City sector. The DCCP comprises of the DCCP West
(Witzands Aquifer Nature Reserve [WANR], three additional erven to the north of the Dune field and the
Brakkefontein Section and the DCCP East (Klein Dassenberg, the Kanonkop, Penelli, Dankbaar, Sonop,
Dassenberg Sections and Stewardship sites).
The managing of the DCCP further includes building and maintaining relations with various stakeholder
groups, communities, private landowners, City Departments including Sub Council structures and other
agencies. The DCCP is also responsible for the operational management of two official residential properties
and the Mamre Visitors Information Centre.

2.

HIGHLIGHTS & CHALLENGES

Highlights
At the start of January 2017, a Quemic Ranger team commenced conservation compliance operations at
the DCCP. The team will be responsible for attending to all law enforcement matters in the area. Nikki
Haynes, Senior Ranger (Quemic) is responsible for a team of four
Rangers.
On the 03/01, a new Work Integrated Learning (WIL) student from the
Cape Peninsula University of Technology, namely Leif Theron started at
the DCCP, he will be completing his experiential year for his National
Diploma in Nature Conservation at the DCCP.

The construction of the DCCP multipurpose office complex commenced on the 13/02/2017. The official site
handover to the Contractor was held on the 09/02.
On the 28/02, the DCCP hosted the first WANR Woodharvesters Forum. Woodcutters from our internal
database from the towns of Mamre, Pella and Atlantis were invited, eight Woodcutters in total attended.
The Extended Public Works Programme (EPWP) commenced with follow-up clearing at BRAK01 – BRAK04
during the reporting period.
Challenges
The matter related to the lack of adequate office and storage of the DCCP’s assets is still a major challenge,
together with office space for the staff complement.
The DCCP remains without a People and Conservation Officer (P&CO) for this reporting period as well. This is
a huge disadvantage as the relationships, programmes and opportunities conducted with the
schools/groups/events are affected through the lack of an assigned People and Conservation Officer for
the entire DCCP. The P&CO maintains and builds on relationships with communities and or members of the
public.
The status of the vehicle CA716622 remains as not operational; the vehicle is still currently at Fleet.

CONSERVATION PLANNING
4
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The proclamation process remains the same as in the last reporitng period, in which the MEC signed the
Power of Attorney (PoA) in May 2016, this allows the attorneys to do the necessary notarisation against the
notarial deeds. The gazetting for final proclamation is till required to take place. However it must be noted
that all the relevant National and Provincial legislation as well as the City By-laws currently applies.
As per the National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act, Act 57 of 2003, Protected Area
Advisory Committees (PAACs) for each of the City of Cape Town’s nature reserves and protected natural
areas has been established.
The Table below indicates the WANR PAAC meetings held
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Date
23/10/2015
09/02/2016
11/05/2016
11/08/2016
04/11/2016
03/02/2017
The seventh (7th) WANR PAAC is
planned for 05/05/2017.

A PAAC Chairpersons meeting was held on the 15/03/2017.

Construction of the DCCP multipurpose office complex officially started on the 13/02/2017. Site clearance
and compaction has already been completed. Work on the foundation and the start of the inner walls has
taken place during the reporting period.
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4.

FLORA

Invasive Flora Management
Invasive species management operations continued at Brakkefontein, Dankbaar, Klein Dassenberg,
Nirvana and WANR, during the reporting period.
Brakkefontein/Public Works property 800 ha: During January 2017, an Extended Public Works Programme
(EPWP) team conducted follow-up cleaing at BRAK01-04, BRAK11 and 15. The team foliar sprayed and cut
stump treated Acacia saligna (Port Jackson) and Acacia cyclops (Rooikrans); ankle high Acacia cyclops
plants were cut to ground level.

On the 04/01, the DCCP staff foliar sprayed Acacia saligna at BRAK10, the area sprayed is next to the
WANR15 management track.
On the 19/01, the DCCP staff and Y Van De Heyde conducted a post invasive clearing inspection at
BRAK11 and 15; the clearing was deemed as satisfactory.
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On the 16/02, Reserve supervisor, S Jonas, the Invasive Species (IS) Unit and Jappie Samuels (Contractor)
conducted workload assessments at the Brakkefontein area. J Samuels was to assess and quote for the
initial clearing of BRAK06.
On the 06/03 a staff member, the IS Unit and J Samuels conducted workload assessment at the
Brakkefontein area. J Samuels assessed and quoted for the initial clearing of BRAK05.
Also during March, two staff members, the IS Unit and a supervisor from JS Alien Destroyers (Contractor)
walked the boundaries of BRAK01-04 to ensure the contractor clears within the boundaries of BRAK01 - 04.
The DCCP staff conducted site inspections on a daily basis.

Dankbaar Conservation area: Reserve supervisor, K October, issued a wood cutting permit to Edroy Hill
(Woodcutter) to remove approximately 50 Pinus pinaster (Pine) trees at Dankbaar.
For February, an Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) team conducted initial and follow-up clearing
of Acacia saligna (Port Jackson) at Dankbaar conservation area.

Klein Dassenberg Conservation Area 353 ha: On 31/01 staff foliar sprayed resprouting Eucalyptus sp. (Blue
Gum) at KD01.
On the 03/02, the DCCP staff finished clearing the eastern boundary’s firebreak, Acacia saligna (Port
Jackson) was cleared with the use of a tractor and a slasher. The staff used a tractor and a slasher to clear
Acacia saligna (Port Jackson) on the western boundary and used loppers on another occasion namely,
07/02, to clear Acacia saligna (Port Jackson) also from the western boundary.
On the 13/02, two staff members met with C Dorse and Julia September at Klein Dassenberg area. The staff,
C Dorse and J September discussed the seed collection precedure for the upcoming Kikuyu restoration at
the area.
On the 16/02, K October, the IS Unit and J Samuels conducted workload assessments at the Klein
Dassenberg area.
DCCP staff did herbicide foliar spray application of Eucalyptus sp. at KD01 on the 27/03. On the 29/03 the
DCCP staff implemented follow-up foliar spraying of Acacia saligna along the eastern boundary of the
conservation area.

Nirvana Private Conservation Area: On the 07/02, the DCCP staff assisted by Andre Rossouw cleared
Acacia saligna (Port Jackson) at the area between Nirvana and Michelles property.
DCCP staff assisted with the clearing of mature Acacia saligna trees on the 07/03. A total of 16 trees were
felled on the day.
WANR 1700 ha: On the 04/01, 10/01 and 11/01, the DCCP staff foliar sprayed Acacia saligna (Port Jackson)
at WANR15. This is in the area which had burnt in the February 2016 wildfire, located opposite the WANR15
management track.
During March, staff cleared overgrown invasive vegetation, namely, Acacia saligna (Port Jackson) and
Acacia cyclops (Rooikrans) along a section of the Chevron pipeline which runs through four WANR
Management blocks. The existing sand track in which the pipeline is located functions as a Firebreak as well,
but was overgrown and caused abrasions to the official vehicles when driving in this area.
In March, DCCP staff conducted foliar spraying on Acacia saligna (Port Jackson) in the WANR15 area.
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Month

Management Block/s

Species

Method

January

WANR15 (DCCP staff)
Follow-up
BRAK1-4, 11 and 15 (EPWP)
Follow-up

Acacia saligna

Foliar spray application

Acacia saligna
Acacia cyclops

BRAK10 (DCCP staff)
Follow-up
KD01 (DCCP staff)
Follow-up
Nirvana (DCCP staff)
Initial and follow-up

Acacia saligna

Cut stump and Foliar spray
application
Cut stump and Foliar spray
application
Foliar spray application

Eucalyptus sp.

Foliar spray application

Acacia saligna

Dankbaar (IS Unit)
Initial and follow-up

Acacia saligna

Chevron pipeline (DCCP staff)
WANR06, 07, 08 and 11

Acacia saligna
Acacia cyclops

Foliar spray application.
Cut stump and chainsaw
operation
Foliar spray application
Cut stump and chainsaw
operation
Cut stump and Foliar spray
application

BRAK01-04 (EPWP)
Follow-up

Acacia saligna
Acacia cyclops

Nirvana Private Conservation Area (DCCP staff)
Initial
Klein Dassenberg Conservation Area

Acacia saligna

February

March

Acacia saligna

Cut stump and Foliar spray
application
Cut stump and Foliar spray
application
Cut stump and herbicide
application
Foliar spray application

Indigenous Flora Management
ESKOM clearing under servitudes: On the 28/03 Reserve Supervisor, K October oberved ESKOM Distribution
mowing a 100 m firebreak under the powerlines at Klein Dassenberg. The mowing was initiated as a result of
a wildfire which occurred in the proximity of the powerline at the end of February 2017. It was decided to
clear under the servitude and in the opinion of ESKOM that the fynbos was a risk during a wildfire and would
cause the line to falter.
It is an unfortuante event which occurred as there has been a good working relationship between the
DCCP and ESKOM over the last four years to manage invasive plant species. The result of the mowing has
caused the loss of indigenous plant species such as Leucospermum parile (Endangered, SANBI Red list),
Protea repens (Protected flora, CapeNature) and Leucospermum hypophyllocarpodendron subsp
canaliculata (Vulnerable, SANBI Red List). The former understanding between the DCCP management and
ESKOM was that ESKOM would implment manual labour to clear invasive species under this line and not
mow due to the occurrence of the rich biodiversity of the indigenous plants within the endemic veld type of
Atlantis Sand Fynbos.
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The Baseline plant survey at WANR
On the 19/01 a survey was conducted in WANR14 and 15. No new species were found in January. During
2016, two plant species, new to the reserve, were recorded for WANR, the plant species new to the reserve
were not part of the 43 plants to be verified.
On the 17/02 a survey was conducted in WANR09 and 10. No new species were found in February.
On the 06/03 and 16/03 the survey was conducted at WANR08 and 11. No new species were found in
March.
The plants requiring verification on the Biodiversity Management tool for WANR remains at 43, since no
plants new to site listed as ‘previously lost to site’ on the biodiversity database were found during this
reporting period.

5.

FAUNA

Indigenous Fauna
Monitoring of Wildlife: The
table can be referred to for adhoc sightings and monitoring programmes, with regard to fauna and or flora sighted at Witzands Aquifer
Nature Reserve, the Brakkefontein and Klein Dassenberg sections.
Red Hartebeest Monitoring: The Alcelaphus buselaphus subsp. caama (Red Hartebeest) observations were
conducted on the on the 23/01; the Hartebeest were not seen on the 23/01. However while staff were on
a patrol on the 12/01 spoor was sighted. Observations were also conducted on 01/02, 24/02 and 24/03 but
yielded no actual sightings of the Hartebeest.
Observations are recorded through scat, spoor, as well as visual sightings, the results of the surveys will aid
with future monitoring of the Red Hartebeest.
Capture and Translocations
In March, staff members assisted the City of Cape Town’s City Parks
staff by releasing a Pseudapis cana (Mole snake) which they had
found in a 5 litre juice bottle alongside the Old Mamre/Darling Road.
The DCCP staff released the snake safely and unharmed in the
Mamre Nature Garden.

On the 28/03 a Galerella pulverulenta (Small Grey Mongoose) was released at KD03 after being collected
in a trap on a farm in Honeyvale Road, Atlantis.

Site

Scientific Name

Common Name

WANR

The table below contains all the sightings for the reporting period.

Bubo africanus
Buteo rufofuscus
Corvus albus
Haliaeetus vocifer

Spotted Eagle Owl
Jackal Buzzard
Pied Crow
African Fish Eagle

Red List/
Status
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern

No

Count

01
06
02
03

Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
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Brakkefontein

Site

Dassenberg

Klein

Site

Milvus parasitus
Urocolius indicus
Herpestes pulverulentus
Raphicerus campestris
Sylvicapra grimmia
Chersina angulata
Psammophis crucifer
Pseudaspis cana
Scientific Name

Yellow-billed Kite
Red-faced Mousebird
Cape Gray Mongoose
Steenbok
Common Duiker
Angulate Tortoise
Crossmark Whip Snake
Mole Snake
Common Name

13
05
02
04
01
04
01
02
No

Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Sighting
Count

Jackal Buzzard

Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Least Concern
Red List/
Status
Least Concern

Buteo rufofuscus

01

Sighting

Sagittarius serpentarius

Secretary Bird

Vulnerable

01

Sighting

Putterlickia pyracantha

False Spike-thorn

Least Concern

50

Sighting

Chersina angulata

Angulate Tortoise

Least Concern

04

Sighting

Scientific Name

Common Name

No

Count

Corvus albus
Milvus parasitus

Pied Crow
Yellow-billed Kite

Red List/
Status
Least Concern
Least Concern

02
02

Sighting
Sighting

Raphicerus campestris

Steenbok

Least Concern

04

Sighting

Mortalities:

DCCP

Reserve

6.

Scientific Name

Common Name

No

Location

Angulate Tortoise

Cause
of Death
Wildfire

Chersina angulata

02

WANR15

Chersina angulata

Angulate Tortoise

Wildfire

01

BRAK10

Chersina angulata

Angulate Tortoise

Wildfire

02

WANR16

Rhinotyphlops
lalandei
Chersina angulata

Delalande’s Beaked Blind Snake

Wildfire

01

BRAK16

Angulate Tortoise

Wildfire

01

KD04

SOIL

A fire swept through the area in February 2017, and the area was mowed during March 2017 by ESKOM as it
falls directly beneath their power lines. The issue of the mowing is being addressed with ESKOM and
thereafter monitoring will have to be done to assess the stability of the erosion site at Klein Dassenberg
within the management block referred to as KD01.

7.

WATER

The monthly rainfall is provided by the South African Weather Bureau. The electronic rain gauge is located 8
km from the WANR office. The March rainfall data has not been received and will be included in the next
quarterly report.
Month

Total in mm

Total in mm

2017

2016

December

-

8.8

January

7.6

6.8

February
March

0.0 mm recorded

2.8
23.2

April

36.6

May

17.8

June

56.6

July

82.0

August

50.4
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8.

September

29.6

October

13.6

November

3.0

December

8.8

Total for year

331.2

FIRE

Date

Hectares/No of brush piles

No of Personnel

Ignition Source

O5/01-10/01
WANR

41.6 ha

Suspected Arson

23/02-26/02
WANR

69.9 ha

27/02-28/02
KD

89 ha

11 days

200.05 ha

03 – DCCP
06 – BBNR
03 – TBNR
03 – TNR
03 – WNR
02 – Quemic Rangers
05 – Melkbosstrand
Volunteers
27 – Fire and Rescue
06 – DCCP
06 – BBNR
03 – TNR
03 – BNR
07 – Quemic Rangers
35 – Fire and Rescue
02- Helicopters
01-Spotter
05 – DCCP
03 – Rondevlei
02 – BBNR
02 – TBNR
03 – Edith Stephens NR
01 – Maitland Head office
04 – Quemic Rangers
03 – Bokbaai Private
Conservation Area
03 – Helicopters
01- Spotter
60 – Fire and Rescue
BMB staff-52, F&R-122,
Quemic-13, Melkbos
Volunteers-05, Bokbaai03, Helicopters-05, Spotter
planes-02.

DCCP

Site

TOTAL

Negligence

Suspected Arson

Prescribed fuel reduction burns: On the 06/02 and the 09/02, the DCCP staff assissted with the Tygerberg
Nature Reserve ecological burning operation at two sites. The BMB and the City’s Fire and Rescue services
successfully burnt the two sites respectively. C Mc Kie was the logistics Manager on both days.
The extract below is from the media article published by the City of Cape Town, regarding the Tygerberg
ecological burn with reference to water saving strategies during the burn:
“Water saving
Water is scarce but a necessary tool for cooling down a fire. In recent years when planning ecological burns, managers
had to look at alternative water resources and not rely totally on the hydrants available. At this year’s ecological burn,
TNR and Fire and Rescue management decided to use as much non-potable water as possible.
At completion of the burn 80% of the water used for the burns came from the rain water sump under Goodwood Fire
Station and later during the burn, water was pumped into the water tankers from the Olienhout Dam in Plattekloof. The
tankers were then used to fill all the smaller bravo and skid units. Only once during the burn on 9 February, did firefighters
use a hydrant to fill a bravo unit while waiting for the tanker to return from the dam.
There are three dams on the reserve which can be used as a water resource. These have been measured - the distance
from the dams to the closest roads - so that it is easier to plan the amount of hoses need to lay out between tanker and
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water source and estimated filing time. On the 9 February it took 8 minutes to fill a tanker from the dam and all in a 10
minute trip to get water back on site”

Wildfires: On the 04/01, two DCCP staff members were on standby for the Somerset
West wildfire. On the 07/01 and 10/01, three staff members assisted during the
Helderberg Nature Reserve/Somerset West wildfire.

On the 05/01 a wildfire started in WANR15 and spread to the Brakkefontein area. The City’s Fire and Rescue
services responded to the fire with assistance from the DCCP, Blaauwberg, Table Bay, Tygerberg and
Wolfgat Nature Reserve staff as well as the Quemic Ranger team and Melkbosstrand volunteers, the fire was
extinguished in the evening at 20:30. The fire continued to flare up during the course of the week, it was
finally extinguished on 10/01.

On the 23/02 a wildfire started within WANR16 and rapidly spread towards the north eastern section of that
management block. The City’s Fire and Rescue services responded to the fire with assistance of two
helicopters and a spotter plane, the DCCP team, the Quemic Ranger team, Blaauwberg, Tygerberg and
Bracken Nature Reserve and the Atlantis Water Scheme. The fire was extinguished on the evening of 23/02
at 23:30. Quemic Rangers worked through the night to monitor the fire, the fire continued to flare up during
24/02, 25/02 and 26/02; it was finally extinguished on the afternoon of the 26/02 by the City’s Fire and
Rescue service. A total of 69.9 hectares burnt during the wildfire. C Mc Kie managed the logisics during the
fire.
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On the 27/02 a wildfire started on the perimeter of Klein Dassenberg Conservation Area, strong south
easterly winds drove the fire to spread rapidly towards the reserve into KD01. The City’s Fire and Rescue
services responded to the fire with assistance from the DCCP team, the Quemic Ranger team, Rondevlei,
Table Bay and Edith Stephens Nature Reserve as well as the Bokbaai Private Conservation Area. The teams
worked to extinguish the flanks of the fire, three helicopters worked at the head of the fire. The fire was
extinguished at 18:15 on the 27/02, teams worked until 22:00 to ensure that all the hot areas were
successfully watered down. The Quemic rangers worked through the night to ensure that there were no
flare-ups. On the 28/02, the Blaauwberg Nature Reserve team continued with the mop-up operations until
13:30. Eighty-nine hectares of veld burnt during this wildfire.
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On the 27/02, two DCCP staff members assisted Table Nature Reserve during a wildfire. The fire was difficult
to extinguish as it was in the reeds and Blue Gum stands of the Reserve. The wildfire was finally extinguished
the following day.
Wildfire mapping: On the 13/03 staff members mapped the area that had burnt in February in Klein
Dassenberg. A total of 89 ha burnt.
On the 14/03, staff and Wonga Komalisi (student: Edith Stephens Nature Reserve) mapped the area at
WANR16 that had burnt in February. A total of 69.9 ha burnt.
Firebreaks:
The duty to prepare and maintain firebreaks is legislated in the National
Veld and Forest Act, 101 of 1998. The staff, estabished a firebreak along
the fenceline at WANR04, 10 to 11 and at WANR16 and a second area
along WANR 15, parrallel to the Brakkefontein Road. A tractor with a
heavy-duty slasher and a chainsaw were used. The average width of
these firebreaks is 5 m inside the fenceline and is 5 m wide outside the
fenceline. The firebreak along Dassenberg Drive (WANR 04, 10-11 and
16) is about 12 km in length and 1.2 km long along the Brakkefontein
Road (WANR15).

9.

PEOPLE, TOURISM & EDUCATION

DCCP

Reserve

Name of School/Community
Org./Friends
Woodcutters Workshop
Schools: 00
Other: 01

Number of learners/
Participants
08 Adults
Number of learners: 00
Adults: 08
Staff: 05
Volunteers: 01

Programme and Date of event
Woodcutters Workshop
Exhibitions and other special events:
Woodcutters Workshop

Special Environmental Day Programmes: Nothing to report.
Informal Programmes: Nothing to report.
Exhibitions and other special events: On the 28/02 the DCCP staff, assisted by Quemic Ranger, Nikki Haynes,
hosted its first Woodcutter’s Forum at the Atlantis Water Scheme Boardroom; eight out of 17 Woodcutters
attended the workshop. The staff conducted a PowerPoint presentation on rules and regulations of the
permits which are issued to the Woodcutters. The Woodcutters were given an opportunity to ask questions
including the future of the permit system at WANR. Other items covered were personal protective
equipment when using a chainsaw, establishment of a formal body to represent the local Woodcutters and
the potential to apply to be registered onto the supplier databases as SMMEs (small and medium-sized
enterprises). S Afonso conducted a Snake awareness presentation, S Afonso highlighted the procedure to
be followed when a person is bitten by the snakes with different venoms found at WANR.
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Reserve

Date
05/01

19/01
01/02
03/02

DCCP

13/02
15/02
22/02
02/03
14/03
16/03
17/03

Reserve

Date
17/01

18/01

DCCP

24/01
25/01

26/01
30/01
30/01
31/01

Meeting/Workshop
K October, C Mc Kie and Michael Moir (Nirvana
private conservation area: Manager) had a site
meeting at Nirvana.
C Mc Kie, together with the Rangers attended a SFX
test for a film production in the dunes.
C Mc Kie met with Derek Bredenkamp (WANR PAAC
Chairperson) in Melkbosstrand.
The sixth WANR PAAC meeting was held at the AWS
boardroom.
C Mc Kie met with Moosa Vallie (Filming Industry) at
Tom Brink Street.
C Mc Kie attended a meeting at TBNR.

Purpose/Discuss
Invasive species clearing.

C Mc Kie and S Jonas met with Clint Rieper (PAAC
member) at Brackenfell industrial area.
C Mc Kie and L Theron met with Dr Frans Radloff
(CPUT) at the WANR office.
C Mc Kie attended the Bionet Steering Committee
meeting at TBNR.
C Mc Kie attended the CPFPA meeting at the Bulk
Water boardroom.
C Mc Kie, S Jonas, N Haynes and L Theron met with
Martin Albertus of CapeNature.

Motorbike driving tracks within
WANR.
WIL year student progress.

Meeting/Workshop
C Mc Kie met with L Theron at the WANR Office.
C Mc Kie, Nikki Haynes met with Patricia Gone
(Acting AWS Manager) and Bulk Water’s Safety and
Security support services in the City at the AWS
boardroom.
C Mc Kie, S Jonas and K October met with Mfundo
Tafeni and Chandre Rhoda of the IS Unit at the
WANR Office.
C Mc Kie and S Jonas had a site visit with Quemic
Rangers to WANR16-18.
C Mc Kie, S Jonas and K October met at the WANR
Office.
C Mc Kie, K October and D van Jaarsveld met at
the WANR Office.
C Mc Kie, S Jonas and S Afonso met at the WANR
Office.
C Mc Kie met with B Mnisi at the Maitland Head
office.
K October met with C Mc Kie at the WANR office.
C Mc Kie attended a meeting at the TBNR.

Purpose/Discuss
WIL year planning.
Illegal entry and incident at the
Dunes.

C Mc Kie, S Jonas and N Haynes attended a
meeting at the Maitland Head office.
D van Jaarsveld and C Mc Kie met at the DCCP
office.

Special Effects test in the dunes.
PAAC matters.
Scheduled stakeholder meeting.
Additional staging area at a hiring
cost for Film productions.
PAAC Chairpersons meeting.

Quarterly meeting.
Monthly meeting.
DCCP Woodcutters project.

DCCP invasive clearing schedule.

Boundaries and sites where wood
cutting is permitted.
DCCP annual planning.
WPSP completion of forms.
WPSP completion of forms.
C Mc Kie’s IPM mid-year review.
K October’s IPM mid-year review.
Tygerberg ecological burn prebriefing.
Legislation pertaining to WANR.
Staff matters
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01/02

02/02

07/02
10/02

16/02
22/02

06/03

08/03
09/03
10/03
14/03
15/03

17/03
23/03
30/03

C Mc Kie met with Benjamin Lourens (North
Compliance Coordinator), Johan Matthee (North
Law Enforcement Officer) and the Quemic Rangers
at the DCCP.
C Mc Kie met with the DCCP staff members at the
WANR office.
S Jonas met with C Mc Kie at the WANR office.
C Mc Kie met with Cllr Gregchan Barnardo at the
DCCP.
C Mc Kie met with Richard Burns (Professional
Officer; Green Jobs Unit) and Mashudu Phalanndwa
(Head: Green Jobs) at the WANR office.
C Mc Kie and S Jonas met with Quemic rangers at
the WANR office.
C Mc Kie met with Mari-Louise Van Den Berg
(Environmental Control Officer; Planning Branch) at
the multipurpose office complex construction site.
K October, S Jonas and C Mc Kie attended the
North Regional student presentations.
C Mc Kie and D van Jaarsveld attended a
workshop at TBNR.
C Mc Kie and N Haynes met with Chantalle
Sterrenberg at 38 Wale Street.
K October, S Jonas and C Mc Kie attended the
Branch students presentations.
C Mc Kie met with L Theron and J Dreyer at the
WANR office.
K October, S Jonas, D van Jaarsveld and C Mc Kie
attended a meeting in Athlone at the Waste Water
Treatment plant.
C Mc Kie, S Jonas, S Afonso, D van Jaarsveld and L
Theron met at the MVIC.
S Jonas, N Haynes and C Mc Kie had a meeting at
the WANR office.
K October met with C Mc Kie at KDCA.

Introduce Quemic Rangers to
North law enforcement.

WPSP completion of forms.
S Jonas’s IPM mid-year review.
DCCP site visit.
Green Jobs infrastructure projects
for the DCCP.
Proposed Nature Reserve By-law.
Multipurpose office complex EMP.

Preparation for students’
presentations to the Branch on
their research module.
Health and Safety toolkit session.
Filming at the Atlantis Dunes.
WIL student presentations.
Way leaves and the update of
the KDCA burn regime plan.
City’s Environmental
Management Inspectorate.
Internal PA review number two (2)
for 2016/2017 review period.
Motorbike tracks.
Site visit to burnt area, land
invasion area and Dankbaar.

Date

Venue

Type of Meeting(s)

20/01
27/01
15/02
23/02
15/03
31/03

MVIC
Blaauwberg Nature Reserve
MVIC
Zeekoevlei/False Bay Nature Reserve
MVIC
Tygerberg Nature Reserve

Staff Meeting
Regional Meeting and Health and Safety Meeting
Staff Meeting
Branch Meeting
Staff Meeting
Regional Meeting and Health & Safety Meeting

10.

STAFF MATTERS

Reserve

Position

Purpose

Number

P/CE

Date

DCCP

Quemic Rangers

Law Enforcement

04

Contract Employees

CPUT Student

To complete the WIL Year,
mentoring and experiential
learning.

01

Contract Employee

Quemic
Rangers
WIL student

05

Contract

Totals

P/C E: Permanent or Contract Employee: The Quemic Rangers started in Janaury 2017.
The Work Intergrated Learning student namely Leif Theron from CPUT will be completing his experiential year
at the DCCP with C Mc Kie as his mentor. L Theron will have to complete all his modules in the format
required by CPUT to be submitted in October 2017.
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Volunteers (time given without financial compensation): During the month of January, Cindy Adams
(Volunteer from Mamre) volunteered 20 person days to the DCCP. In February, she volunteered for 17
person days and in March 2017, volunteered 21 person days.

Reserve

Date

Type of Training

Attended staff

Person Days

DCCP

25/0-26/01
31/01
16/02–17/02

Diversity Management Training
AET Orientation
Communication and customer
relations workshop
Snake Handling Course
Student Orientation

01 – T Flammini
01 – M Ntsokobe
01 – T Flammini

02
01
02

01 – C Adams
01 - L Theron
04

02
10
17

25/02 – 26/02
20/02-24/02
Overall Totals

Ad-hoc training: Nothing to report.
Occupational Health and Safety matters: During the reporting period all Health and Safety inspections were
conducted and completed on a monthly basis by D van Jaarsveld for the Mamre Visitors Information
Centre and the WANR office. Each inspection report was reviewed and signed off by C Mc Kie for final
review by the Regional Manager at the scheduled Health and Safety meetings.
Injuries on Duty (IOD free days):
January: 2156
February: 2268
March: 2332
Total days without an Injury on duty: 6756

11.

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Site

WANR

Intervention (incident, case, etc.)

CAS #/Action

During the month of January, the DCCP staff conducted vehicle patrols at WANR. On the 25/01
the DCCP staff discovered a Woodcutter at WANR12. The woodcutter had a permit to cut at
WANR16 – 18, he was removed from site; his wood cutting permit to cut at WANR16, 17 and 18
was confiscated.
No illegal activities were recorded during the February and March patrols.
On the 13/01, C Mc Kie signed off on the authorisation for a special effects test for the Film “Tremors 6”. On the 19/01, C Mc Kie attended the special effects demonstration.
On the 16/01, the DCCP staff repaired the fence at WANR15; the fence was cut by illegal Wood
cutters.

DCCP patrols and
wood cutting
permit

During the month of January, S Jonas issued five permits to local Woodcutters. The Woodcutters
are allowed to cut at WANR16, 17 and 18.

Five wood cutting
permits issued.

The DCCP staff removed old concrete fence
poles from WANR14. The poles were used to close
illegal entrances at WANR09, 12 and 16; the
entrances are used by illegal Woodcutters, 4x4
vehicles and motorbikes to enter the area.

Closure of illegal
entrances.

Patrols
Filming SFX
authorisation
Fence repairs.
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Klein
Dassenberg

Quemic
Rangers
summary

The DCCP staff erected signage at WANR; “No
dumping” signs were placed at WANR09, 12 and
16. A “No trespassing”” sign was placed at Gate2
(WANR16).

Placement of
signage.

DCCP staff conducted vehicle patrols at KDCA for January, February and March; no illegal
activities were noted during these patrols.
On the 16/03, DCCP staff members were requested to assist the Atlantis Law enforcement with a
matter related to the illegal capture of indigenous snakes. A member of the public residing in
Atlantis was reported by his neighbours collecting snakes from Klein Dassenberg and keeping
them at his residence. The member of the public was investigated, but stated that he only
captures them out of people’s yards for safety reasons. Staff nonetheless explained to the alleged
that the activity was illegal; the alleged indicated that he would not capture any snakes.
Cut fence at Penelli, damage to property.

Patrols

Two legal wood cutting permits for the Klein Dassenberg area.
Wood cutting at Klein Dassenberg, truck collecting wood, permit not on site.
Breaking and entering on a farm opposite Penelli, allegations of suspecting the woodcutters on
Penelli.

Illegal flora harvesting in WANR, sour figs, without a valid flora collection permit from CapeNature
and landowners permission from CCT.
Four illegal woodcutters at WANR.

Two illegal woodcutters at WANR.

Illegal wood collecting with truck at WANR.

Four illegal woodcutters at WANR.

One illegal woodcutter at WANR.

Five illegal woodcutters within restricted area of WANR.
Three illegal woodcutters within restricted are of WANR.

Three illegal woodcutters found in the vicinity of the dunes.

Seven legal wood cutting permits, woodcutters on site within the permitted area.
Non-compliance of wood cutting permit conditions, two members not registered on permit.

Filming at the dunes, generator with no drip tray found in the parking area
ECOs not on site

Filming within the dunes.

Illegal capture of
snakes without a
permit to capture
from CapeNature.

Reported by
Rangers, staff
repaired fence.
Permits verified.
Permit bought to
site, and verified.
Rangers liaised
with farm owner
and investigated
the matter.
Verbal warning,
figs confiscated.
No permits,
trespassing, verbal
warning.
No permit,
trespassing, verbal
warning, escorted
from area.
Verbal warning,
escorted from
area.
Verbal warning,
trespassing, no
permit, escorted
from area.
Verbal warning,
trespassing, no
permit, escorted
from area.
Verbal warning,
trespassing, no
permit and
escorted from
area.
Verbal warning,
trespassing, no
permit, escorted
from area.
Verified.
Permit holder
requested to
comply, verbal
warning.
Rangers placed a
plastic sheet
under generator.
Searched for the
ECOs.
Permit and
conditions
verified,
confirmed ECO on
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Facilitating filming crew access through Gate 1 on the basis that film permit was granted before
construction of the DCCP multipurpose office complex.

Film staging area set up but no film permit on site.
Risk, driver lost control of truck off R27, few meters from the WANR fence, stuck in sand and leaking
diesel.

Risk, unlocked gate at Dunes entrance 1 at 19:30, Bulk Water security finishes off at 19:00, and is
supposed to ensure that gate is locked. Member of the public found inside Gate 1 parking area.

Risk, two incidents of Gate 2 at WANR found unlocked at night.

Risk, two separate incidents of the pedestrian gate at Penelli found unlocked.
Public indecency in WANR area.

Alarm activation at the Mamre Visitors Information Centre.

Alarm activation at the MVIC.
Wildfire at WANR.

Wildfire at WANR15, along R27.

Wildfire at WANR/Brakkefontein Road.

Wildfire at Klein Dassenberg.

Wildfire at Klein Dassenberg.

Wildfire at WANR.

Out of area response, Somerset West fire.
Out of area, thwarted attempted robbery of female at an ATM in Atlantis.

Assisted with three vehicle recoveries belonging to members of the public in the WANR area.
Antelope carcass found near Gate 2.

Dead mole snake recovered on Dassenberg Drive.

site.
Facilitation of film
production
company
granting access
and compliance
to conditions to
access.
Requested filming
permit.
Rangers covered
leaking diesel with
sand, confirmed
vehicle
recovered.
Member of the
public requested
to leave the site.
Rangers closed
the gate.
Closed the gates
and reported
incident.
Rangers closed
the gate.
Visibility of rangers
caused the
individuals to
leave area.
Rangers
investigated,
found a window
open, and closed
the window.
No irregularities
found.
Reported by
rangers, assisted
with mopping up.
Assisted with
firefighting,
monitored fire.
First on scene,
mopping up and
monitoring.
Assisted with
firefighting
operations,
Bokbaai skid unit,
overnight and the
following day
monitoring.
Fire reported
along Pella Road
to City Fire and
Rescue.
Firefighting with
Bokbaai skid unit
and monitored
overnight.
Firefighting
operations.
Safely escorted
female to the
MiCity bus station.
Recovered.
Removed from
track into the
veld.
Snake carcass
transferred to the
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Illegally dumped refuse bags found at WANR.
Unauthorised access, malicious damage, removal of concrete pole at an unauthorised access
point.
Illegally in the dunes, outside prescribed hours, two vehicles. Vehicles sped off on sighting the
Rangers.
Five vehicles illegally in the dunes outside prescribed hours, vehicles fled area on sighting Rangers
and City staff.

Outside prescribed hours in the dunes, seven vehicles, 15 people, 2 quadbikes, fire, chainsaw,
alcohol, music and floodlights.

Sandboarding operator with clients with alcohol exiting the parking area at Dunes Gate 2.

INFRASTRUCTURE & EQUIPMENT

Reserve

Description

DCCP

12.

veld.
Reported to staff.
Rangers reported
the damage.
Registration and
make of a vehicle
recorded.
Registrations and
make of vehicles
recorded, sent to
SAPS to verify.
Requested to
leave area,
registrations and
names taken
down, matter
escalated.
Ranger informed
operator no
alcohol allowed in
Reserve.

On the 14/07/2016, a notification was created for vehicle
CA716622; the vehicle did not want to start. The vehicle was
taken to fleet for further investigation and was returned to the
office on the 24/08.
On the 11/09/2016, a notification was created for repairs to
vehicle CA716622. The vehicle had a faulty right indicator,
broken winder and a hole in its exhaust. The vehicle was
collected on 27/09.
On the 14/10/2016, the vehicle did not start up once more
and returned to fleet again. The vehicle was inspected on the
21/11 at the Ndabeni fleet yard. The vehicle did not start and
it was discussed that the vehicle would have to be replaced.
The process to replace the vehicle was initiated by A Williams
on the 20/01/2017.
On the 06/01 and 25/01 respectively, two separate
notifications were created for a punctured tyre for CCT31730,
the tyres were repaired on their respective days.
On the 06/01 a notification was created for the indicator of
CCT31730, the indicator was repaired on the 13/01.
On the 13/01 a notification was created for a faulty OBC for
CCT31730. The OBC was repaired on the day.
On the 16/11/2016, a notification was created for the Mamre
Visitor Information Centre’s ablutions which were leaking. The
leaks were all repaired on the 17/01/2017.
On the 25/01 a notification was created for a punctured tyre
for CCT32867, the puncture was repaired on the day.
On 31/01and 01/02 staff completed litter clean-up operations
at KD01, 15 refuse bags were collected on each day. A total
of 30 bags over the two days.
On the 14/02 and 17/02 respectively, two separate
notifications were created for a punctured tyre on the tractor
CFR4746, both punctures were repaired on the respective
days.
On the 17/02, D van Jaarsveld registered a case for the

%
Completed
50%

Funding Source

100%

Internal

100%

Internal

100%

Internal

100%

DCCP CC

100%

Internal

100%

DCCP Cost Centre

100%

Internal

40%

DCCP CC

Replacement for CA7122664
required.
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cracked windscreen of the tractor. All the insurance
documents were completed and submitted to Maitland Head
office.
During February 2017, 15 m diamond mesh wired fencing was
installed on each side of the Gate 2 dunes entrance. A new
gate donated by BBNR was placed at the Gate 2 entrance as
well.

On the 03/03 a notification was created for a major service
and specific repairs on CCT31730, the vehicle was serviced,
repaired and collected on the 28/03.
On the 24/03 a notification was created for a punctured tyre
for CCT32867, the tyre was collected but still needs to be
replaced.

100%

DCCP CC

100%

Internal and Warranty

60%

Internal

For more details with regards to items mentioned in the above Report Document, please refer to the
relevant site calendars on www.biodiversity.co.za. For more information on the City’s nature reserves, visit
www.capetown.gov.za\naturereserves
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